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Shoemaker Levy 9/Jupiter Crop CircleShoemaker Levy 9/Jupiter Crop Circle
´ Kris Sherwood has written an article

outlining the high strangeness of crop
circles which appeared around the time of
the collision.

´ The configuration of the circle which
appeared at July 26th, 1994 at Oliver’s
Castle.

´ Appeared 9 days after the impact –9
circles.

´ In the Glyph, the shapes of the letters O &
C can also be seen (the initials of the
place where it was).

´ Kris Sherwood has also pointed out
connections to the constellation of the
Scorpio over the time of this event.

´ They think, however, that all the main
circles since 2001 are manmade.

http://www.cropcircleanswers.com/scorpious_hour.htm
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Mayan Symbolism 1Mayan Symbolism 1

´ Mayan Symbolism has recurred in a number of astonishing formations,
such as this one, opposite Silbury Hill, Wiltshire 3rd Aug 2004.

´ Like the following instances, features of it relate to Mayan Dates,
according to some interpretations.

http://www.cropcircleanswers.com/scorpious_hour.htm
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A Dyslexic ET?!?A Dyslexic ET?!?
´ In the village of Lublin in southeastern Poland (about 400 km from Wylatowo), Mr.

Robert Zmuda was fishing for his dinner and caught a large carplike fish.
´ He discovered a peculiar, marking literally embedded in the skin on on both sides

of the animal. He photographed the carp prior to dispatching it to his dinner table.

Yes, it’s an example of a CARP circle!! (What other Biomass can we expect to
see circles made in?)
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Mayan Symbolism 3Mayan Symbolism 3

´ Above is an aerial photograph of the approximately 350footdiameter
wheat formation which was reported on August 13, 2005, at Woolstone
Hill, not far from Uffington, Oxfordshire. Aerial photograph © 2005 by
Jaime Maussan.

´ It appears to be a complicated representation of Mayan Dates.
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““Ghost FormationsGhost Formations””

´ 2003 Formations still visible in 2004 early crops (May). Photos by
Busty Taylor.

´ This seems to be more evidence that board stomping would not
cause to appear.

http://www.bustytaylor.com/cropper/2004w001.htm
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The 2001 ChilboltonThe 2001 Chilbolton
Message 2Message 2

´Message
references solar
system, DNA and
transmission
system used.

http://www.busty-taylor.com/cropper/2004w001.htm
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Colin Andrews on Micro Wave EnergyColin Andrews on Micro Wave Energy
´ Andrews is an electrical engineer by profession and a

former senior officer in British regional Government. For
three years Colin advised the British Government on the
crop circle phenomenon, supplying technical and scientific
reports to the UnderSecretary of State for the environment
(Rt. Hon. Nicholas Ridley, M.P.) in the Margaret Thatcher
cabinet.

´ As a result of his persistence, the subject was raised in the
House of Commons.

´ Andrews supervised the largest surveillance project of its
kind during 1990, called 'Operation Blackbird'. It was an
effort to film a crop circle forming, backed and supported by
the British Army, B.B.C. and Nippon television and was
watched closely by the international media.

´ In an interview on Paranet on 3rd Dec 1995, he talked about
the phenomenon and shared his views on the use of
microwave energy for the creation of Crop Circles.

´ On 22 Dec 2005 on George Noory’s Coast to Coast show,
he made new revelations about 1 important event in the
Operation Blackbird project, where the formation of a crop
circle was filmed, but the tape was stolen.

On 22 Dec
2005 on Coast

to Coast
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Alien HeadAlien Head

´ This formation was approximately 300 feet
long and appeared on Crabwood Farm, nr
Winchester, Hampshire 14th/15th Aug 2002.
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More Circle Makers PublicityMore Circle Makers Publicity
´ “This time around it was The Levellers

(pictured above) who  via the production
company Junk72  asked us to create
their anarchy symbol as a crop circle to
be used as the centrepiece in their latest
video.”

´ “The formation (pictured above) which
spanned approx 200ft was created on a
balmy summers day by circlemakers John
Lundberg, Rod Dickinson and Wil Russell
at Poynings, West Sussex in mid August
2002 and took about four hours to
construct. Initially Junk72 asked us to
map out the geometry of the formation
and then stop. Once this was done we
downed tools and were joined by the five
band members Mark, Jeremy, Charlie,
Simon and Jon who under our instruction
flattened a large proportion of the
formation whilst being filmed.”http://www.circlemakers.org
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PittPitt  nr Winchester, Hampshirenr Winchester, Hampshire
Alien Head Aug 2002Alien Head Aug 2002
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"Beware the bearers of FALSE gifts & their
BROKEN PROMISES. Much PAIN but still

time. BELIEVE.
There is GOOD out there. We OPpose

DECEPTION. COnduit CLOSING,"

http://www.circlemakers.org
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Man Made FormationsMan Made Formations ––
Circle Makers GroupCircle Makers Group
´ They draw out their designs,

once they have been
commissioned, for example,
by mobile phone operator
O2 for this “display”on
Blackpool beach for the
August 2003 bank holiday.

´ The design for basic
numbers seems complicated
to me…

´ (The design shown is just for
the figure 8)

http://www.circlemakers.org
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Pat Delgado LevitatedPat Delgado Levitated  11

´ My progress was slow because whatever the short
distance I made forward, a force kept pulling me back
half that distance. I was becoming totally exhausted
and at that moment I wondered what I was fighting
against. There was nothing tangible but I was under the
control of some force of incredible strength. I hung on
as best I could. I called out to Colin to come and help
me. I remember instructing him to come down the
eastern edge of the circle in a crouching position which
he did until he was level with me. We inched our way
towards each other until we grabbed hands and it…

´ My progress was slow because whatever the short
distance I made forward, a force kept pulling me back
half that distance. I was becoming totally exhausted
and at that moment I wondered what I was fighting
against. There was nothing tangible but I was under the
control of some force of incredible strength. I hung on
as best I could. I called out to Colin to come and help
me. I remember instructing him to come down the
eastern edge of the circle in a crouching position which
he did until he was level with me. We inched our way
towards each other until we grabbed hands and it…

http://www.circlemakers.org
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Plant EffectsPlant Effects

Twisting and spiralling of
the somatic tissues at

the base
of the seedhead.

´ Microwave energy would seem to address the following
questions

´ (1) What force, normally invisible, is capable of such
action within such a short duration of time (possibly 20
seconds).

´ (2) What can account for the 'Plasma Balls'
photographed by Japanese and British scientists over
the wheat fields in England, where Crop Formations
have later been discovered.

´ (3) How can Crop Formations occur either during the
day or night and without detection by local radar or
night vision cameras. With or without any wind, for
instance in a mist at night e.g. Wiltshire 27th June
1991.

´ (4) What could account for a 'mist' often seen shortly
after the formation of a Crop Circle.

´ (5) What could be responsible for the 'chirping' and
'tweeting' sounds recorded in Crop Formations and
thought to be caused by H/F radiation.
The fact that there exists a means of identifying an
authentic Crop Circle event (i.e.'bent stems') is a step
forward in discovering the nature of the force that is
responsible. (also see slide about “swirl”signature.)

Top: August, 2000: Control plants from
outside '99 formation area. Bottom:
August, 2000: Sample plants from

downed area inside 1999 "Dolphin,"
which are a darker green & taller than

controls.http://www.bltresearch.com/
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““Crop CirclesCrop Circles”” By Nick PopeBy Nick Pope

´Posted in Nov or Dec 2002
´“I had to refute the bizarre idea that the

formations were caused by the testing
of spacebased laser or directed
energy weapons, and dispel
suggestions that media coverage of the
issue had been stifled by use of D
Notices.”

http://www.colinandrews.net/GovernmentNickPope.html

http://www.bltresearch.com/
http://www.colinandrews.net/Government-NickPope.html
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19901990’’s to Present Days to Present Day

´ Formations of increasing complexity
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Other Soil EffectsOther Soil Effects ––Iron SpheresIron Spheres

http://www.bltresearch.com/magnetic.php
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A History of Crop FormationsA History of Crop Formations  33
´ A later story comes from

1678. The pamphlet tells of a
farmer who, refusing to pay
the price demanded by a
labourer to mow his field,
swore that he would rather
that the Devil mowed it
instead.

´ According to the pamphlet,
that night his field appeared to
be in flame. The next morning,
the field was found to be
perfectly mowed 
supernaturally perfect, in fact.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MowingDevil
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ConclusionsConclusions  MessagesMessages
´ The Complexity of patterns has

increased in the last 20 years and again
seems to rule out boardstomping as the
sole cause.

´ The “Alien Head”is an extraordinary
image and no one has come forward to
explain EXACTLY how it was made.

´ I would contend at least 2 different and
distinct sources of intelligence have
made the formations:
– A) The “shape”and “graphically

encoded”symbolism –e.g. the Mayan
symbolism and even illuminati
symbolism

– B) More “literal”messages –such as
the “binary”encoding used in the
“Alien Head”formation and the
“Arecibo response”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mowing-Devil
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A History of Crop FormationsA History of Crop Formations  11
One of the earliest descriptions of Crop
Formations is some drawings of two U.K. crop
formations described in 1686 by Prof. Robert
Plot.
Plot examined multiple such formations and
states that the soils
"under all of them were much looser and dryer
than ordinary, and the parts interspersed with a
white hoar...
much like that in mouldy bread, of a musty
rancid smell, but to the tast[e] insipid."
This is from  A Natural History of Staffordshire
(1686)
Some references I read cast doubt on the
validity of this story, however.

http://www.bltresearch.com/otherfacts.html#notnew
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Daily TelegraphDaily Telegraph ––08 July 200908 July 2009
“A 350ft Crop Formation of an ancient
Mayan symbol, said to be a sign of an
impending apocalypse, has appeared

next to Silbury Hill in Wiltshire.”

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/newstopics/howaboutthat/5777580/Mayan
apocalypsecropcircleappearsatSilburyHill.html

http://www.bltresearch.com/otherfacts.html#notnew
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/newstopics/howaboutthat/5777580/Mayan-

